
IBM Power Systems:  
Performance Redefined

Harness the Power of Technology

“UCG has been our IBM Business Partner for over 20 years. They recently  
provided a very attractive ROI to consolidate 15 remote iSeries machines that  

were in operation for almost 15 years onto a single IBM Power7 Server. UCG has 
always listened to our business issues and focused on providing the overall best  

solution to our short and long term requirements.”  
 - Charles Macuga, Vice President, Blossom Investment Group, Inc.

POWER7™ systems deliver unprecedented performance for both transactional and throughput computing. 

   IBM i 

 Linux® 

 UNIX® 

IBM Power 720 and 740 provides 4 core to 16 core; 5,950 CPW to 97,700 CPW;  
and up to 256GB of memory.

Lower overall hardware and software maintenance costs. Three years of hardware  
maintenance included at no additional charge.
 
Businesses systems that deliver outstanding performance, conserve energy,  
and reduce infrastructure costs.



Since 1987 United Computer Group, Inc. has  provided excellence to our end user clients.   
UCG in an IBM Advanced Business Partner that specializes in serving  Mid- Market and  

Enterprise clients. VAI is a trusted IBM partner, providing cutting edge technology proven to  
streamline and optimize business capabilities.

The Power 720 Express Server: meeting the needs of your mission-critical application.
   
 Reliable, secure, distributed application or consolidation server for IBM i, Linux and  
 UNIX workloads

 Supports 4, 6 or 8-core POWER7 processors - 5,950 to 46,300 
 CPW and up to 128GB of memory

 Flexible rack-optimized form factor

 Designed to deliver outstanding value to small and  
 mid-sized businesses

 Highly flexible and easy to manage

 

Tools. Knowledge. Value.

 
Arrange a no obligation consultation to learn more about IBM servers. 
Contact us at 800.211.8798, by email at info@ucgrp.com, or visit us  

at www.ucgrp.com/hardware. 

IBM Power Systems:  
Product Spotlight

“The team at UCG does an excellent job and provides outstanding service. Both sales and technical personnel  
are very knowledgeable, go the extra mile and are always putting on educational webinars/seminars to keep  

us up to date on the latest technology. They really take care of the customer.”  
  - Mike Illes, IT Manager Schwebel Baking Co.


